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About Our Company  

CFS-Zipp Ltd have operated within the Financial Service industry for in excess of 21 years.  

Our core business assist businesses with EMD Agency, in addition to offering  payment 
services to commercial businesses and merchants. We are authorised as an Electronic 
Money Institution and are regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority within the UK and 
will shortly hold additional licenses within the Europe.   
 
We have offices within the UK, Cyprus, and India. Our teams are located  and have a global 
workforce.  
 
We are looking to expand our team, and are eager to recruit a talented person for our 
vacancy for an “Experienced React UI Developer” to be based in Chennai, India Office.  
 

The Role Profile: 

Job Title Role 

Senior React UI Developer We are seeking to recruit a Senior “React UI Developer”, 

with in excess 6 years + work experience.   

Responsibilities (included but not limited to list below) 

Key Attributes    

 6-8 years of experience in developing JavaScript-based applications. 
 4+ years of hands-on experience in developing React, Typescript, Redux applications 

(ES6+) 
 Team player with a positive attitude, who can work collaboratively with other members 

of the organization across multiple time zones. 
 Excellent communication skills, both written and verbal 
 Excellent analytic and problem-solving skills 
 Professional experience working on complex UI platforms with custom components, 

features, and the highly complex domain model 
 In-depth understanding of JavaScript, React, DOM, and relevant concepts 
 Experience building reusable components and libraries for extensibility (using tools like 

Storybook UI) 
 Experience in Micro Frontend Architecture. 
 Experience with one or more JavaScript code testing frameworks 
 Expertise in Test Driven development, preferably Jest and React Testing Library 
 Proficiency with browser-based debugging and performance testing 
 Experience using Git or similar source control systems and any CI/CD tools 
 Experience developing Fintech applications 
 Cultivates Innovation, not afraid to introduce new tools and frameworks to the team 
 Broader knowledge in other modern UI technologies 
 Any other duties as required by CFS-Zipp’s Compliance Team/Senior Management 
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Good to Have: 

 Experience with mobile app development within React Native and/or SDK 
 Experience with Micro Frontends 
 Knowledge in Module Federation. 
 Knowledge in AWS cloud technologies or AWS services for the frontend. 

 

Our current Tech Stack: 

 React 
 Redux, MobX 
 Typescript 
 JSS 
 Jest, Enzyme and React Testing Library 
 AWS codecommit 
 Figma, or Miro 
 

Location:  

Chennai, India.  

Key Personal Qualities:  
 

 A Team Player  
 Forward Thinking  
 Good written, verbal, and analytical skills 
 Attention to detail while managing priorities in a fast-paced environment 
 Deep empathy for entrepreneurs running a business, and a drive to solve problems to 

empower these entrepreneurs 
 

Benefits 

 Competitive salary  
 Flexible work environment 
 Long term Career Development Plan (Annual Review and Paid Holiday) 

 
 

 


